HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
of the Knglish arc well known and acknowledged everywhere.
This accounts for the continuous defeat and failure of the
enemies in spite of their great strength, and the steady advance
of the power of the English, which perhaps may bring- beneficial
results to the world at large; for, the progress of the just is in
fact the cause of the well-being of God's creation.
The rare gifts which you sent me out of your kindness
reached me. It is difficult to give expression to their value. It
is hoped that the increase in our friendship will result in the
organisation of our friends and the ruin of treacherous
enemies/'
The members of the Government sealed the letter with the
royal seal and entrusted it to the sardar of the ship.
The sardar was honoured with presents of cash, a khil'dt,
a ring studded with gems and a horse with embroidered saddle.
Colonel Cootc starts with the forces of the Sarkar and
Ihc English intending to lay siege to Phulcheri; he
reaches the 'frontier; /I/'. Lally comes out and encamps
his army outside the fort; HI ah/id iTin Nayik, on behalf
of ffaydar Ml Klitin^ arrives with cavalry forces to
help the French.
According to the orders of IJ'asjrat-i-A'lii and instructions
from Becket, Colonel Coote shot forth with all the forces from
his encampment at Wardfiwur to destroy the foundations of
Phulcheri. When he reached its frontier, M. Lally also got out
from Phulcheri, his station, with his army composed of Indians,
frangs9 and Negroes. He strengthened all the three sides of
the fort to a distance of four kurohs, with implements of war
and cannon, and newly-dug deep ditches, while the fourth side
had the protection of the sea. Thus he made it appear that the
subjugation of the fort would be impossible. As the road was
obstructed by such an iron-like mountain and a fire-emitting
dragon, Colonel Coote despaired of achieving his object, and
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